
Children Are Easy To Lie To

As the sun sets over the snow-smothered streets of a Burlington on Christmas Eve, a man

trudges along a sidewalk; his worn-through winterwear providing minimal protection against the

sharp December winds. Tucked beneath a murky orange work jacket, his hands curl around the

edges of a present. At first his vice-grip-like hold on the wrapped box was to stop it from being

ruined by slipping from his hands and falling into the snow banks, but after twenty minutes of

journeying through this not-so-wonderful winter wonderland he reckons he couldn’t let go of the

box even if he tried.

You see, after some number of green Christmases, Burlington had finally been blessed by

Mother Nature with a white Christmas, albeit the kind of white so bright it hurts your eyes just a

little bit. Between temperatures so low it feels necessary to add a second below to below

freezing, and snowfall so high the streets were rendered a memory, one had to wonder if this

Christmas weather was the doing of a snow-angel-struck child who came into possession of a

monkey’s paw. Nevertheless, the man trudges on.



His damp socks and “waterproof” boots had begun to feel as heavy as lead over the last

few minutes. Fortunately, or perhaps unfortunately, the weight didn’t bother him. When you have

the kind of year he did, not much does. Of course he wished he could’ve caught a bus, but wet

feet and frostbit skin were far from the first thing on his mind. There was, however, something

that did bother him, something that cut deeper than the icy wind swirling around him. There was,

of course, a reason he waited until almost dark to begin his ascent. As he walked past a modest

home unsparingly lined with joyously vibrant Christmas lights, he heard the voice of a mother

calling in her children from, presumably, the backyard. Worst of all, he heard the voices of the

children pleading for some more time out in the snow. It takes a twisted mind to actually enjoy

being outside in these conditions, but what is a child if not a fun-sized psychopath. No, that’s not

it, he thought. Little kids aren’t devoid of empathy, they’re just highly, highly suggestible.

They’re happy because you can actually convince them that there’s nothing to worry about, that

there’s nothing to stress over. After all, children are easy to lie to. Regardless of what wounds the

mere sound of those kids reopened in him, he needed to take his mind off it, he needed to focus

only on his destination, and the present he was bringing to it.

He wasn’t sure what exactly the gift inside the box he clutched so tightly onto was,

although the wrapping and the family he stole it from suggested it would be in the right

wheelhouse. Mind you, he wasn’t proud to have stolen a children’s gift nor that he had snuck

into the very nice house of an unexpecting family, but unless the owners of that home happen to

be masters of deceptive gift-wrapping, he figured this present’s intended recipient would be too

excited about her new bike to realize she didn’t get everything she asked Santa for. That little girl

will still be smiling tomorrow, and now another little girl will as well.



The next and final twenty minutes of trudging was uneventful. He was right to leave at

dusk, as that one incident aside, he managed to avoid the sight, sound, and scent of every kid in

town. So, as the glass doors smoothly slid open to accept him to his destination, he entered

relieved, or at the very least, comfortably unbothered.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Over the last few months Bella had become accustomed to her new bedroom, even if it

was wildly different in style to the pink walls and furniture she picked out last year when her

papa renovated the room for her fifth birthday. She didn’t like the colours of her new room, the

light blues and off-whites were too boring for her unknowingly gaudy tastes. Although, having

never lived with siblings, it was nice to be so close to other kids, even if they weren’t always as

talkative as her friends from school.

Bella planned on staying up all night to try and catch Santa Claus in the act, but she

became weary rather quickly once the sun set and fell asleep only a few minutes after.

Nevertheless, she was excited to wake up on Christmas Day (what kid isn’t). She became even

more excited when she looked to her left and saw her papa asleep in one of the chairs next to her

bed. She grabbed the less murky of his two murky orange sleeves and began tugging on it to try

and wake him up.

“Papa, papa, it’s Christmas!” she elated.



“I know, sweetie, I know”. Even when adequately caffeinated, David was no match for

the high spirits of his daughter. As he sat there, lacking in youthful exuberance, a good sleep, or

even a coffee, he knew the next few hours would be challenging, but he was still going to try.

“Dr. Jackie said that Sanna likes to leave giffs in the common air-ee-uh” Bella said,

getting most of the syllables right.

“Oh, really? Well, that’s odd, because it looks like Mr Claus left a present right here

under your bed” David replied, as he simultaneously pulled out the present and realized he didn’t

actually need to steal said present.

“Can I open it? Papa, can I open it? I want to open it” Bella asked/demanded.

“Only if you say the magic word” David replied, holding the present just out of reach.

Bella, her arms outstretched, stopped for a moment, trying to remember what the magic word

could possibly be.

“Abra cadabra?” was the only thing she could think of. David paused for a moment, he

probably should tell her that please was the word he was looking for, but he could tell she wasn’t

in the mood for a manners lesson, and honestly neither was he.

“Yep, kiddo, that’s the one” he told Bella, placing the present in her lap. She unwrapped

the gift gently trying not to disturb the wrapping, but when that took too long, she tore it open.



Inside the box was a doll. It appeared to be handmade, but judging by the corporate-grade

packaging it came in, it only appeared that way. The doll was made of stuffed grayish-peach

cloth, and wore plaid farmclothes made of the same material as the skin. It had two black buttons

for eyes, below which was a dashed curve that was stitched in to replicate a smile. However,

Bella’s favourite part was the doll’s hair, a waist-length mess of blonde rope. While not as

saturated of a yellow as the hair on the doll, Bella is also blonde, or at the very least, she was.

“When I get better can I let my hair grow this long?” she asked her father, who took a

moment to respond. That “when” stung David. It hurt him in a way nobody wishes to ever be

hurt, because nobody would ever wish to know the kind of pain that optimism brings. Nobody

would ever wish to know just how a single father’s heart sinks when his six-year-old daughter

talks about getting out of the hospital, when he knows she never will.

“Of course” musters David, unable to hide the choking in his voice. Bella smiles, as

blissfully unaware as ever. She doesn’t realize her father is on the verge of tears as he sits next to

her, and she definitely doesn’t realize what made him that way. Despite how abysmal David’s

attempt to hide his feelings were, his daughter was successfully deceived. After all, children are

easy to lie to.


